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The integration of the constraint solving paradigm in programming languages raises a number
of new issues. Foremost is the need for a useful canonical form for the representation of
constraints
. In the context of an extended class of linear arithmetic constraints we develop a
natural canonical representation and we design polynomial time algorithms for deciding
solvability and generating the canonical form . Important issues encountered include negative
constraints, the elimination of redundancy and parallelism . The canonical form allows us to
decide by means of a simple syntactic check the equivalence of two sets of constraints and
provides the starting point for a symbolic computation system . It has, moreover, other
applications and we show in particular that it yields a completeness theorem for constraint
propagation and is an appropriate tool to be used in connection with constraint based
programming languages .
1 . Introduction
The starting point for this research was the CLP scheme (Jaffar & Lassez, 1987) which
provides a formal framework for reasoning with and about constraints in the rule based
context of logic programming. Within this framework, one can generate a class of
programming languages customized to deal with constraints over specific domains of
computation . Examples include CLP(2) (Jaffar & Michaylov, 1987), CHIP (van Henten-
ryck, 1989), and Prolog III .
Linear constraints have been studied in the context of automated reasoning by Bledsoe,
Shostak and others (Bledsoe, 1975 ; Shostak, 1977) and in program verification by Nelson
(1982) who introduced negative constraints . Constraint solving also plays a major role
in Artificial Intelligence and considerable work has been done on the design of languages
to solve constraint satisfaction problems (Borning, 1981 ; Sussman & Steele, 1982 ; van
Hentenryck, 1989) . On the other hand, there is a significant literature on arithmetic
constraints in the mathematical programming context ; moreover, this fundamentally
important field is currently the subject of dramatic developments ranging from the work
of Karmakar (1984) and others on interior point methods in linear programming to work
on algorithms for real algebraic geometry (Weispfenning et al., 1988) .
It is clear that the design and usefulness of languages from the CLP class will depend
heavily on this wealth of information and techniques from mathematical programming,
symbolic computation, operations research and artificial intelligence . However, the criteria
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that a constraint solver must satisfy in order to perform effectively in an OR or AI context
are not the same as those that are required for a solver embedded in a general purpose
programming language. To use constraints as a primitive data structure to represent
objects in a programming language is not the same problem as designing data structures
to represent constraints in an AI context . In OR a typical constraint solving algorithm
will take as input a set of constraints and a function and produce as output the coordinates
of a point for which the function reaches an extremal value. But in our context we are
interested in programs that reason about constraints as output as well as input : the
elements of our domain of computation are implicitly defined as constraints . Problems
of crucial importance for us such as the equivalence of sets of constraints do not seem
to have attracted considerable attention in operations research or in artificial intelligence,
although the relevant mathematics are well understood . In this respect, the work of
Bradley (1970) and of Adler (1976) are exceptions. So our first requirement for a canonical
form (or normal form) for sets of constraints is to standardize output and to answer the
equivalence problem . However going further, because of the requirements on a constraint
solver for a CLP language, we want more than a syntactic facility ; for use in a general
purpose solver we would like the canonical form to play a role similar to that of the mgu
in unification or canonical solved forms in equation solving and to have the requisite
properties of incrementality and efficiency .
We will define a canonical form for generalized linear constraints and develop an
algorithm to compute it . This canonical form will serve as the analog to the mgu . The
basic properties of the canonical form and the verification of the algorithm will be based
on a mix of algebraic and geometric arguments where the "independence of negative
constraints", a recurring phenomenon in logic programming (Lassez & McAloon, 1989 ;
1990), will play an important role .
The language of generalized linear constraints is comprised first of positive constraints
which are equations ax =,G and weak inequalities ax <_ ß . Here a denotes an n-dimensional
vector of real numbers, x denotes an n-dimensional vector of variables, ß denotes a real
number and juxtaposition denotes inner product . A negative constraint is a disjunction
of inequations aix 0 ß;, i = I . . . n.
Using DeMorgan's Law and matrix notation, a negative constraint can be written
{Ax = b} which denotes the set of points x which lie in the complement of the set defined
by the equations Ax = b. Conjunctions of negative constraints will be written {Ajx = bj },
j =1, . . . , n. Conjunctions of equality constraints will be written in matrix notation Ax = b
and similarly conjunctions of weak inequality constraints will be written Ax <_ b.
We also admit strict inequality constraints ax < b. In matrix form conjunctions of strict
inequality constraints are written Ax < b . This is a hybrid form of constraint in that it
can be reduced to the combined positive and negative constraints Ax <_ b, {a;x = oi l,
i=1, , n.
Thus a set of generalized linear constraints consists of positive constraints Ex = f and
Ax <_ b, strict inequality constraints Gx < h and negative constraints {Cjx = dj }, j = 1, . . . , k.
By way of example, the constraints z > 0, x -y + z < 1, x ? 0, y :!:-:_ 0, { y = 0, z = 0} define
a wedge shaped polytope with a facet and an edge removed .
We want to develop efficient algorithms for testing the feasibility of a set of generalized
linear constraints and to generate a canonical representation of such constraint sets . The
presence of negative constraints introduces new problems . The point sets defined by the
constraints are no longer convex sets and so the methods of convex analysis and of linear
programming do not apply directly . Negative constraints themselves are disjunctions of
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inequalities which enhances the expressive power of the constraint sets but which compli-
cates the combinatorics of the situation. The key to dealing with these problems is the
independence of negative constraints .
In the next section we give the necessary mathematical preliminaries. The basic result
on the independence of negative constraints is proved as well as a theorem which states
that the point set defined by a set of generalized linear constraints has a unique factorization
(Theorem 4) into positive and negative components . The main results there on convex
geometry related to the positive constraints can be found in or easily derived from the
existing literature (Grünbaum, 1967; Rockafellar, 1970 ; Schrijver, 1986) . However, we
give a different presentation which is based on the use of the property of the independence
of negative constraints and which has the advantage of being self-contained and easily
accessible. Moreover, the proof techniques we use are germane to following parts of the
paper and they also will help to highlight the similarities and differences with the classical
logic programming and linear programming cases .
In section 3 we define the canonical representation of a set of generalized linear
constraints and describe the algorithms to compute it, including an algorithm to decide
feasibility . The independence property allows us to avoid the combinatorial explosion
that the presence of negative constraints would normally introduce and also allows for
a large degree of parallelism in the treatment of the negative constraints . Another key
step is the computation of the affine hull for the positive constraints in the constraint
system. In particular, by first computing this affine hull, it is possible to simplify the
elimination of redundancy and to introduce further parallelism in the process. It also
allows for the replacement of linear programming routines by Gaussian elimination for
the negative part of the feasibility check in the algorithm . The correctness of these
algorithms as well as their natural geometric interpretation, both derive from the mathe-
matical preliminaries . Finally in this section we prove a theorem which establishes that
the canonical form is unique (up to multiplication of the weak inequality constraints by
positive scalars) .
In section 4 we consider the canonical form in the context of constraint propagation
and constraint based programming . We show that the canonical form represents informa-
tion in terms of the smallest possible dimension ; we establish a completeness theorem
for constraint propagation that shows that all equalities that are consequences of a set
of generalized linear constraints are in fact consequences of the equalities that appear in
the canonical form and similarly for the inequalities and the negative constraints . We
then discuss applications of this result and questions of incrementality and efficiency . In
the last section, we analyse the computational complexity of the canonical form algorithm
and show it to be in PTIME. Moreover, the canonical form algorithm supports loosely
coupled parallelism and its parallel (PRAM) time complexity is bounded above by the
cost of linear programming . The algorithm is also applied to give PTIME procedures for
computing the normal form for positive linear constraints of Schrijver (1986) and that
for linear programs of Adler (1976) . Finally, in the Appendix a detailed example is
presented.
2 . The Geometric Setting
The key to handling mixed positive and negative constraints is that, analogously to the
situation in logic programming, the negative constraints are independent of one another
and can be treated one at a time in conjunction with the positive constraints . At the level
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of algorithms this independence will translate into parallelism which can be taken
advantage of. It also leads to straightforward proofs of convex geometry that we will
need. So in the technical presentation we take the independence of negative constraints
as the starting point for our treatment of the underlying mathematics .
We will need to recall some vocabulary and basic facts. If V is a subspace of d-
dimensional Euclidean space Rd and if p is a vector in
Rd,
then the translation p + V is
called an ofne space. The intersection of all affine spaces that contain a set X is again
an affine space and is called the ofne hull or affine closure of X and is denoted Aff(X ) .
If ax = b is a linear equation the set of points H = {x : ax = b} satisfying the equation is
called a hyperplane. Thus in the case d = 3, hyperplanes are planes in the ordinary sense ;
in the case d = 2, straight lines are the hyperplanes . A hyperplane is an affine space and
it can be shown that every affine space is the intersection of a finite number of hyperplanes .
In the familiar case of 3-dimensional space, the affine subspaces are the whole space
itself, the planes, the straight lines and the individual points .
A set C ç R d is said to be convex if the line segment joining any pair of points in C
is included in C. In particular, affine subspaces of R d are convex as are the half-spaces
defined by inequalities ax <_ ß . Moreover, the intersection of a family of convex sets is
again convex. A subset of R d which is defined by a set of positive constraints Ax !s; b is
the intersection of a finite number of half-spaces and is called a polyhedral set. A bounded
polyhedral set is called a polyhedron . A polyhedral set is convex since it is the intersection
of convex sets .
The dimension of a convex set is defined to be that of its affine closure. Dimensionality
arguments will prove very useful and will be most often applied in the terms of Lemma
2 below. The first lemma is a technical topological result that serves in the proof of
Lemma 2 .
LEMMA 1. A convex set has non-empty relative interior in its affine hull.
PROOF . Let C be a non-empty convex set . The lemma is immediate if C consists of a
single point . So let us suppose that C has more than one element and, without loss of
generality, let us assume that the origin is a point in C . Let po denote the origin and,
considering points in R d as vectors, let p, , . . . , p, be a maximal set of linearly independent
vectors in C. Then the affine closure of C is the vector space spanned by p,, . . . , p, . Let
c =
E
1 / (s + 1)p; be the barycentre ofpo , . . . , p, . Then all points of the form E
((I / (s + 1)) +
e ; )p; where I e, I < 1 / (s + 1) are in C and constitute an open neighbourhood of c in the
affine closure of C.
LEMMA 2 . Let C be a convex set of dimension d and suppose that Q,.Q„ are convex
sets of dimension d; < d, i =1, . . . , n. Then C !r= U Q; .
PROOF. Each intersection X, =Aff(Q;) n Aff(C) is an affine subspace of Aff(C) of
dimension strictly less than d and thus is a closed nowhere dense subset of Aff(C) . By
Lemma 1, C has non-empty relative interior in Aff(C) and in a Euclidean space an open
set cannot be contained in a finite (even denumerable) union of closed nowhere dense sets .
Let us discuss in some detail the case where positive constraints Ax
<
b do define a
polyhedral set P of full dimension d. As follows from Lemma 1, a polyhedral set is full
dimensional if and only if it has non-empty interior . In algebraic terms, when the
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polyhedral set P is defined by the constraints Ax <_ b, then P is full dimensional if and
only if the set of strong inequalities Ax < b is feasible . This set of strong inequalities
defines the interior of P and the boundary of P consists of those points of P which satisfy
some equality a;x = ß i where a,x <_ ß ; is one of the inequalities of Ax :5 b. When H is a
hyperplane such that H n P consists only of boundary points of P then H is called a
supporting hyperplane. In particular, the equalities a;x
=,O;
define supporting hyperplanes
of P. If H is a supporting hyperplane, then Hn P is also a convex set and is called a
face of P. If Hn P is a face of P it has dimension at most d - 1 ; if its dimension is in
fact equal to d -1, Hn P is called afacet ofP; if the dimension is equal to 1, then H n P
is called an edge of P and if the dimension is 0, H n P consists of a single point and this
point is called a vertex of P. The intuition derived from examples in small dimension is
that a full-dimensional polyhedral set P has a finite number of faces and that it is uniquely
determined by the half-spaces whose boundary hyperplanes define its facets . The classical
results ofconvex analysis justify this intuition and extend it to higher dimensions. Although
in this paragraph we have presented various definitions for the case of a full dimensional
polyhedral set, these definitions will be applied to a general polyhedral set by passing to
its affine closure relative to which the polyhedral set is full dimensional .
We now present some technical results that will serve to motivate the algorithms which
we develop and also to establish the correctness of these algorithms. We take as our
starting point a theorem establishing the independence of negative constraints. We say
that a system of generalized linear constraints on the variables x, , . . . , xd is feasible or
consistent if there exist values a, , . . . , ad which simultaneously satisfy every constraint
in the system ; the set of all such tuples (a, , . . . , a d ) is called the point set defined by the
system .
THEOREM 1 . (Independence of Negative Constraints .) A generalized system of constraints
Ax <_ b, C;x = d; , j = 1, . . . , k is feasible if and only if for each j o , the subsystem Ax <_ b,
C;ox = d a is feasible.
PROOF. Let Aff(P) be the affine closure of the convex set P defined by Ax_< b. Suppose
that for each j, the system Ax <_ b, Cjx = d; is feasible; then for each j we have P ~ X;
where X; = {x: C;x = d;} . Hence we also have Aff(P) !t= X; . Therefore, X, n Aff(P) is an
affine space of strictly lower dimension than Aff(P) and X; n P is of strictly lower
dimension than P since the dimension of P is equal to that of Aff(P) . So by Lemma 2,
P is not included in U X;. This establishes one direction of the theorem; the other is
immediate .
In dual form the above theorem becomes : if P is a polyhedral set and if the X; are
affine sets, then P ç
U;
X; implies P ç X;o for some fixed jo . This is then an analog of
the "Strong Compactness" Theorem of Lassez et al. (1988) and we will often use the
theorem in this form.
The next two results, Theorems 2 and 3, are cornerstones of the theory of polyhedral
sets (see, for example, Griinbaum (1967) or Rockafellar (1970)) . A more recent treatment
can be found in Schrijver (1986) . For completeness we present them here and give proofs
that rely on the independence of negative constraints .
Suppose that the inequality a;x <_ ß ; is in the system Ax <_ b which defines a polyhedral
set P; we say that aix = ß; is an implicit equality of the system if the inclusion P ç
{x: ax
=,6i}
holds. The next theorem is a "completeness theorem" in that it shows that
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the implicit equalities among a system of positive constraints do indeed determine the
affine hull of the polyhedral set defined by the constraints .
THEOREM 2 . (Affine Hull Theorem.) Let Pbe a non-empty set defined by positive constraints
a,x <_ ß ;, 1 <_ i <_ m, let H; = {x : a,x = ß,} and let S = { i : P s H,} . Then the affine closure of
P is equal to U ;Es
H, .
PROOF
. Clearly we have Af(P) ç
n ;Es
H, . For the converse we first show that the system
of constraints a,x
<j8,,
i 0 S, a,x =,6j , i E S is consistent . This system is equivalent to the
following system of positive and negative constraints : a,x
<_ ß
;, 1 s i <_ m, {a x = ß;}, j it S.
By the independence of negative constraints, this latter system is consistent if for each
j je S, the system a,x <_ ß,, 1
<-
i!5 m, {a x = ß;} is consistent, but this is immediate by virtue
of the definition of S. Hence, the set X = {x: a,x
=j8,,
i E S} n {x : a,x <,6 j , i j~ S} is not
empty. Moreover, X is an open subset of the affine space n; Es H, since the affine space
inherits the induced topology from R d. Therefore X and
n,Es
H, have the same dimension
and so
n+Es
H, = Af(X) ç Af(P) .
In the case of positive constraints once the affine hull is computed we will be able to
reduce to the case of a full dimensional polyhedral set .
Let X, , . . . , X„ be a set of generalized linear constraints . The constraint X, is said to
be redundant if the point set defined by X,	X,_, , X;+, , . . . , X„ is equal to that defined
by the full set X 1 , . . . , X„. In logical notation, X, is redundant iff X,	X,_, , X,+ , , . . . .
X„ ~= X, . A set of constraints is said to be redundant if it contains a redundant constraint,
otherwise it is called non-redundant or irredundant.
Clearly every system of generalized linear constraints has a non-redundant subsystem
which defines the same point set ; to find such a subsystem, we can order the constraints
and scan them in order to delete any constraint which is a consequence of the previous
constraints . In the next- section we address the problem of computing such a subsystem
in a parallel manner .
The following theorem in the case of a full dimensional polyhedral set defined by a
system of positive constraints relates non-redundant constraints and facets of the set .
THEOREM 3 . Suppose that the system of constraints Ax <_ b defines a full dimensional
polyhedral set P. If H is a hyperplane such that H n P is a facet of P, then for some constraint
a,x < ß, in the defining system we have H = {x : a,x = ß,} . Conversely, if the constraint a,x s ß,
is not redundant, the hyperplane H, = {x : a,x =,6 j ) is a facet of P.
PROOF . Suppose H n P is a facet of P. Every boundary point of P satisfies at least one
equality a,x
=j6,
among the constraints in the system Ax <_ b. Thus the boundary of P is
a subset of U; H, where H, = {x : a,x = ß,}, i = 1, . . . , n. If H n P is a facet of P we then
have H n P ç U; H, . By the independence of negative constraints (dual form), for some
io we must have (H n P) ç H,.; since the dimension of H n P is d - l, we must have
H = H,, and the result follows . For the converse direction, to fix ideas, suppose that
a,x <_ ß, is not redundant and consider the hyperplane H = {x: a,x = ß,} . We want to
show that H n P has dimension d -1 . This intersection is defined by the systems of
constraints Ax :s b, a,x = ß, and has dimension d -1 if the set of constraints a,x =
p i , a 2x <
ß2,
. . . , amx <
ßm
is feasible . Let K be the open set defined by the strict
inequalities a2x
<02,
. . . , amx <,O. and consider the function f(x) = a,x on this set. Since
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P is full-dimensional f takes values < j3 and since a, x <_ ß, is not redundant, f takes
values >ß, on K ; and so by the continuity off and the convexity of K, f(x) =,6, for
some x E K, which is what we wanted to show .
We next give a topological lemma and a theorem that we shall need to verify the
correctness of the canonical form algorithm we present later. Theorems 2 and 3 are the
key to determining a unique representation for equivalent systems of positive constraints .
Theorem 4 below enables us to treat the introduction of negative constraints .
LEMMA 3 . Suppose that the system of constraints Ex = f, Ax :5 b, {CCx = d;}, j = 1, . . . , k is
consistent and defines the solution set PP. Let P be the polyhedral set defined by the subsystem
ofpositive constraints Ex = f, Ax <_ b. Then Pis the relative topological closure of PPin Aff(P) .
PROOF. We work relative to Aff(P) where P is full dimensional . Let p be a point in P.
We must show that every open neighbourhood of p contains points from PP. So let V
be an open neighbourhood of p and let U be a non-empty convex open set which is a
subset of P n V. Thus U has the same dimension as P. Since the system of constraints is
consistent, the intersections P n {x : C;x = d;} are all sets of strictly smaller dimension
than P. Thus U !r= U (P n {Cx = d,}) by Lemma 2. Therefore U and hence V contain
points from PP which is what we wanted to show .
The statement of the next result requires two definitions . These new notions are required
in order to have a unique representation of a combined system of positive and negative
constraints . Suppose that Ex = f, Ax <_ b, {Cjx = d;},j = 1, . . . , k is a feasible system of
generalized linear constraints and that the positive constraints define a polyhedral set P ;
then a negative constraint {C;x = d;} is said to be relevant if {x : Cjx = d;} n P is not empty .
In other words, a negative constraint is releva nt if it is not already implied by the positive
constraints . Continuing, a negative constraint {C;x = d;} is said to be P-precise if {C;x = d;}
is relevant and if {x : C;x = d;} = Af(P n {x: C,x = d;}) . In other words, a relevant negative
constraint {C;x=d;} is precise relative to the polyhedral set P if the affine space given
as the complement of the negative constraint is equal to the affine closure of the intersection
of this complement with P. By abuse of language if the positive constraints of a generalized
system define the polyhedral set P, then negative constraints which are P-precise will be
called precise with P left understood . The motivation for the introduction of precise
negative constraints is that a precise constraint is given in terms of its smallest possible
dimension which is necessary in order to obtain a unique canonical representation of a
system of generalized linear constraints .
THEOREM 4. (Unique Factorization .) Suppose that two systems of generalized linear con-
straints define the same non-empty solution set . Then the positive constraints in the two
systems define the same polyhedral set. If the negative constraints in both systems are precise,
then the complements of the negative constraints in the two systems define the same union
of ofne sets.
PROOF. Suppose that the two systems of generalized linear constraints define the common
point set QQ and that the subsystems of positive constraints define the polyhedral sets
P and P' . Then, by Lemma 3, P = closure(QQ) = P' . This establishes the theorem for the
positive constraints. For the case of the negative constraints we introduce some further
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notation. Let {Ckx = dk}, k =1, . . . , n,, and {C; x = d;},j =1, . . . , n, be the two systems
of precise negative constraints . To simplify notation, let us set X ; = P n {x : C! x = d j },
where E =1, 2. By hypothesis each X j is not empty and X j = Aff(P n X j ) . Now fix a
value of k Then we have (P n {x : Ckx = d k}) (PnU; {x : C
;x = d;}) . Equivalently, we
have P n {x : Ckx = dk } ç
U
(P n {x : C;x = d;} ; in other words, X k s U; X; . But then
by Lemma 2, there is some fixed j such that Xk and X n X; have the same dimension ;
moreover, since Xkn X; is a subset of Xk , this means that they must have the same affine
hull. Thus Aff(Xk ) ç Af(X;) . It follows that the union of the affine sets defined by the
complements of the negative constraints in the first system is a subset of that defined by
the second system. Since the proof is symmetric in s the result follows .
3 . The Canonical Form Algorithm
3.1 . DEFINITIONS
A set of linear equations
y,
= a,,,x, +
. . . +
anjxn + C,
ym
= am,,x, +
. . . +
am
nXn + Cm
is said to be in solved form if the variables y	ym and x,
, . . . , x,, are all distinct . The
variables y,, . . . , ym are called the eliminable variables or bound variables and the variables
X1,
. . . , xn are called the parameters of the solved form . Further, we will say that a negative
constraint {Cx = d is in solved form if the complementary equality constraint Cx = d is
given in solved form .
A set of generalized linear constraints is in canonical form if it is non-redundant and
consists of: (1) a set of equations in solved form with parameters x which define the
affine hull of the solution set ; (2) a set of inequality constraints Ax <_ b which define a
full dimensional polyhedral set P in the parameter space ; and (3) a set of P-precise
negative constraints in solved form .
By way of example, consider the constraints in four variables x, +x3
<_
x4 , x, + x 3
<
10,
X4-5
x 3 ,
X2 :5
x3 + x4i
X3 :5
x, + x4, 0
~5 X2,
{x4 = 0}. The Canonical Form procedure will
return the equivalent system
E _ {x, = 0, x3 =
x4},
I = {x4
<_
10, x2 - 2x4
<_
0, -x2 s 0},
N={{x2=0,
x4 =0}} .
The constraints thus define a two-dimensional point set, a triangle with a vertex removed .
In the definition of canonical form no mention is made of strict inequality constraints .
As noted in the Introduction, each strict inequality constraint ekx <
Wk can be replaced
by the pair ekx <_ Ok , { ekx =
4k}
. From the algorithmic point of view, we can suppose that
this transformation has been made throughout ; we return to this point later and show
how to restore the strict inequality constraints at the end of the simplification process .
A system of generalized linear constraints in canonical form is thus partitioned into
three modules (E, I, N) where E is a set of equality constraints, I is a set of weak inequality
constraints and N is a set of negative constraints . What we shall develop is an algorithm
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that maps generalized linear constraints to triples of this form in such a way that if two
constraint systems define the same solution set then they are mapped to the same triple
(E, I, N) .
The independence property allows us to avoid the combinatorial explosion that the
presence of negative constraints would normally introduce and also allows for a large
degree of parallelism in the treatment of the negative constraints . Moreover, we show
that the positive and negative constraints can be separated out in the treatment of
redundancy. This will serve to reduce eliminating redundancy among negative constraints
to a parallel sieving process. An important step in the algorithm is the computation of
the affine hull of the solution set defined by the constraints . This allows for the replacement
of linear programming routines by Gaussian elimination for part of the feasibility check
in the algorithm . Also, going to the affine hull brings us to a full dimensional situation .
In order to overcome the sequentiality that is typically found when eliminating redun-
dancy, see Karwan et al. (1983) in section 3 .3 below, we introduce a classification of
redundant inequality constraints, which combined with affine hull arguments leads to a
procedure with highly decomposable parallelism for eliminating redundancy . This topic
is developed in a systematic way in Lassez et al. (1989) .
3 .2 . THE DECISION PROBLEM FOR CONSISTENCY OF GENERALIZED CONSTRAINTS
Turning first to the special case of linear algebra, let us consider positive constraints
consisting of a set of linear equations given in matrix form as Ax = b. Then there is the
classical procedure for computing the row-echelon canonical form of the augmented
matrix Ab ; in this computation Ab is transformed into a unique upper triangular form
with normalized rows by means of elementary row operations . From this row-echelon
form, the system of equations can be put into a canonical solved form where those
variables which are left-most in the row-echelon form are solved in terms of the remaining
variables which are the parameters of the system . We will refer to this procedure as
SolvedForm(Ax = b). Also, the number of parameters is equal to the dimension of the
affine space defined by the system . Moreover, this procedure works in terms of a fixed
ordering on the variables x, , . . . , x„ of the system and if two sets of equality constraints
define the same affine space the SolvedForm procedure returns identical solved forms
(Friedberg et al., 1979) .
Now let us consider the general case of positive and negative constraints. As remarked
above we can assume that each strict inequality constraint ex < ß has been replaced by
the pair ex :5 0, {ex = lß} . So we have a system consisting of equality constraints, weak
inequalities and negative constraints . The equality constraints in the system can be placed
in solved form and be used to eliminate bound variables by replacing them with the
corresponding expressions throughout the other constraints . Suppose this is done and let
Ax <_ b define the weak inequality constraints and let the conditions C;x = d; , j = 1, . . . , k
define the negative constraints. We are led then to consider the question of deciding the
consistency of a set of positive and negative constraints Ax <_ b, {C;x = d;},j = 1, . . . , k.
By Theorem 1, the negative constraints are independent and can be tested individually
for feasibility with the positive constraints. It is this phenomenon that prevents the
presence of negative constraints from leading to a combinatorial explosion. So for each
jp we must test the feasibility of the subsystem Ax <_ b, {C;ox = d o } . An algorithm for this
testing emerges from the following observation :
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PROPOSITION 1 . Suppose that the positive constraints Ax :!:-: _ b form a consistent system which
defines a polyhedral set with ofne closure defined by Affx = af. Then the negative constraint
{Cx = d} is consistent with Ax <- b if and only if {x : Affx = aff} z {x : Cx = d} .
PROOF . Let P denote the polyhedral set defined by the positive constraints and let
X = {x : Cx = d} be the affine space defined by the complement of the negative constraint .
Since X is an affine space, P is not a subset of X if and only if its affine closure is not
included in X if and only if {x : Affx = aff} ~t {x : Cx = d) .
So the problem of consistency reduces to determining whether Aff(P) is included in
some X; = {x : C;x = d;} . The key to this will be the computation of Aff(P) for once Aff(P)
is computed as a system of linear equations in canonical solved form then determining
whether P is included in X; reduces to a linear algebra situation .
The Affine Hull Theorem leads to a procedure for computing the affine closure of a
polyhedral set which is given by a set of positive constraints : the affine closure is determined
by those inequality constraints which are, in fact, implicit equalities . So the problem is
to determine the constraints a i s /3i such that Ax :!:-: _ b k a ix =,8 j . Determining whether an
equality ax = ß is implied by the constraints Ax <_ b is a classic problem and can be
solved by means of a linear program ; namely, Ax :!:-:
_
b k a ix =,6 i if and only if the value
ßi is returned by the linear program min{a;x : Ax <_ b}. Moreover, in this situation, the
linear programs min{aix : Ax <- b} can be run in parallel ; in the pseudo-code below, we
use the construct pardo to describe the parallel execution of a set of routines. For
uniformity, we reintroduce the equality constraints Ex = f and pass a full system of
positive constraints Ex =f, Ax <_ b as parameters to the procedure AffineClosure which
will compute the affine closure; AffineClosure in turn will call upon linear programming
subroutines and we assume that these routines will determine feasibility of the given
constraints and return the optimum value of the objective function if it exists and +cc
or -oo if the objective function is unbounded .
Procedure AffineClosure(Ex =f, Ax <_ b)
Input : Ex =f, Ax <_ b, a system of positive constraints
Output: Equality constraints defining Aff({x : Ex =f, Ax !s; b}) in canonical solved form
form
Put the equality constraints Ex = f in solved form and eliminate variables throughout
Ax <_ b to obtain a system of m constraints A'x <_ b' .
For i=1, . . .,m
pardo
compute min{a ix : A'x s b'} ; return INFEASIBLE if applicable
if optimal value ßi is returned set flag, = 1
else set flagi = 0
parend
Return SolvedForm(Ex =f, {a ix = Pi : flagi =1, 1
:
i < m}) .
The correctness of this procedure follows from the previous results and discussion .
The affine closure is itself a Euclidean space obtained by translating a subspace of R °
and in Lemma 1 above it was shown that a convex set is full dimensional in its affine
closure. When AffineClosure is applied to the set of positive constraints Ax <_ b which
defines the polyhedral set P, the equations for Aff(P) are returned in canonical solved
form which allows for the elimination of a set of variables in favour of the remaining
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parameters . Hence if the resulting substitutions are made throughout Ax :5 b, we obtain
a new system which parametrizes P as a full dimensional polyhedral set in its affine
closure. By themselves the weak inequalities in the parameters resulting from these
substitutions define the projection of P onto a full dimensional polyhedral set in the
coordinate subspace determined by the parameters .
The development in this section has shown that there is a decision procedure for testing
the feasibility of a set of generalized linear constraints . This will of course be incorporated
into the canonical form algorithm . We next turn to the topic of redundancy and that of
elimination of redundancy .
3 .3 . REDUNDANCY AND POSITIVE CONSTRAINTS
In this section we concentrate on constraint sets of the form Ax <_ b ; in the following
section we bring negative constraints into the picture and show how positive and negative
constraints can be treated independently for questions of redundancy .
As with the case of determining implicit equalities, determining if an inequality con-
straint is redundant is a classical problem in linear programming again going back to
Fourier (1827) ; for more recent literature see Karwan et al. (1983) and Lassez et al. (1989) .
Clearly, the constraint a1x <_ ß, is redundant in the system Ax
:5
b if and only if the value
returned by the linear program max{a 1x : a 2x <_ ß2, . . . , a„x <_ ß„} is <_ß 1 . Moreover,
removing the redundant constraints in the full dimensional case will lead to a system
which consists exactly of those constraints which define facets of the polyhedral set
defined by the full collection of positive constraints. To facilitate our treatment of
redundancy, we shall need some definitions . A positive constraint is said to be trivially
redundant if it is of the form C, :5 c2 where c1 , c2 are constants which satisfy the inequality
in question . We say that the constraint aix
<_ ß
; is syntactically redundant in the system
Ax :!:-: b if for some j 54 i the constraint a x s ß; is a positive scalar multiple of a;x s ß; .
A constraint is semantically redundant iff it is redundant but not trivially or syntactically
redundant . Trivially redundant constraints will arise because of the simplifications that
the canonical form algorithm will apply to the constraint set . Checking for this kind of
redundant constraint and deleting it is straightforward, and so in the algorithms below
we will not single out this case for treatment. We note that eliminating syntactic redundancy
from a set of constraints can be done by sieving or sorting and so there are efficient
sequential and parallel techniques for doing this ; so this case will receive summary
treatment here. The case of semantically redundant constraints is more complex and
below there is an analysis of semantically redundant constraints in terms of a finer
classification; this classification will prove essential for verifying procedures that enter
into the canonical form algorithm and this classification will also be critical in laying
bare the coarse grained parallelism that surfaces in the elimination of redundancy . This
analysis is carried further in Lassez et al. (1989) .
A straightforward approach to eliminating redundancy among constraints is naturally
sequential and one tests for the redundancy of the constraints one after the other, the
final set depending on the order of selection ; this is necessitated by the obvious fact that
while each of some group of constraints might be redundant, the presence of a subset of
the group might be necessary to define the polyhedral set in question . However, our
approach, where first the affine hull of the system is computed and then redundancy is
eliminated in the full dimensional situation makes the task parallel-that is, computing
the affine hull involves a parallel set of linear programs and removing redundancy in the
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full dimensional case will involve a second parallel set of linear programs . Let us make
some further distinctions among types of redundancy to shed some light on the geometry
of what is happening here . We distinguished above between syntactic and semantic
redundancy. Removing syntactic redundancy can be handled by a sieving or sorting
process, where efficient sequential and parallel methods abound .
For semantic redundancy, there are three subcases . The first type consists of constraints
of the system which define half-spaces with supporting hyperplane disjoint from the affine
closure of the polyhedral set defined by the constraint set. A second type of redundant
constraint consists of those where the supporting hyperplane intersects the affine hull but
where intersection of the supporting hyperplane with the polyhedral set itself is not a
facet of the set. The third class consists of those constraints where the supporting
hyperplane does intersect the polyhedral set in a facet. If we know beforehand that only
semantically redundant constraints of the first two types occur then since these constraints
are not strictly relevant to the definition of the polyhedral set, they can be detected as
redundant and eliminated in parallel . The need for sequentiality arises only in the presence
of redundant constraints of the third type . So in the general case, where all three types
of redundancy might be present, by computing the affine hull-itself a parallel pro-
cedure-and passing to the projection of the polyhedral set onto the coordinate subspace
determined by the parameters of the system, the treatment of redundancy is simplified .
Redundancies of type 1 are automatically eliminated ; furthermore, the various inequality
constraints which correspond to the same facet of the polyhedral set are mapped to
positive scalar multiples of one another as there is only one supporting hyperplane per
facet. So redundancy arising from constraints of type 3 reduces to syntactic redundancy .
The only remaining redundant constraints, which are the traces on the affine hull of
constraints of type 2, can be detected and eliminated in parallel .
We have a procedure for computing an equivalent irredundant or "incompressible"
system of positive constraints in the full dimensional case. We present the procedure and
then discuss its verification .
Procedure Inc(Ax <_ b)
Input : Ax <_ b, a feasible set of m positive constraints
which define a full dimensional polyhedral set
Output : An equivalent irredundant system
Call a procedure to remove syntactic redundancy .
For i=1, . . .,m
pardo
compute max{a x : a x
<_ b
;, j o- i}
if value returned is <ß ; set flag; = 1
else set flag; = 0
parend
Return {a;x <_ ß ; : flag; = 0} .
To establish correctness, we must show that the parallel elimination of semantically
redundant constraints yields a system equivalent to the original one . Clearly, the procedure
returns a system of non-redundant constraints. By Theorem 3, it is sufficient to verify
that every facet of the original polyhedral set is represented in the new system . This is a
consequence of the following :
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THEOREM 5 . (Persistence of Facets .) Suppose that the system Ax <_ b of constraints defines
a full dimensional polyhedral set P and let H; = {x : a ;x
=j6;
} . Then if H; n P is a facet of P,
the constraint a,x !5 ß, is redundant if and only if it is syntactically redundant .
PROOF. Only the "only if" direction needs proof. The proof is by contradiction . To that
end, let us suppose that a;x < ß; is not syntactically redundant and let us also suppose
that P is defined by the system a x <- ß;, j 0 i. Without loss of generality, we can assume
further that this latter system contains no redundant constraints . Then by Theorem 3 the
facet H; n P must be equal to P n {x : a; x =,8j.) for some jo 54 i. Since the facets of P have
dimension d -1, we must have H; = {x : a; x
=)9j};
moreover, the constraints a ox -.5,6j,
and a,x
-,O;
must define the same half-space and so must be positive scalar multiples of
one another. This contradicts the assumption that a;x < ß, is not syntactically redundant .
3.4. REDUNDANCY AND NEGATIVE CONSTRAINTS
Let us now turn to the issue of redundancy and negative constraints and the effect of
the presence of negative constraints on redundancy among positive constraints and vice
versa. The situation can best be summarized in the following two propositions .
PROPOSITION 2 . Suppose Ex _ f, Ax <- b, {C;x = d;}, j =1, . . . , k is a consistent set of
generalized linear constraints . Suppose that the positive constraint s define the polyhedral set
P and that {x : G,x = d;} is a relevant negative constraint. Then {C;x = d;} is redundant if
and only if for some j, j * i, we have Aff(P n {x : C;x = d.}) g Aff(P n {x: C;x = d;}) .
PROOF
. Suppose that the negative constraint {C,,x = d.} is relevant and redundant. Then
the precise negative constraint Aff(P) n {C;x = d,} is also redundant; by Theorem 4, this
affine set is contained in U;,. ; {Aff(P) nix : C;x = d;}} and by Lemma 2, for some jo
we must have Aff(P) n {x : C;x = d;} c Aff(P) n {x : C; x = d o} . The other direction is
immediate .
The second proposition will show that with respect to redundancy the positive con-
straints are independent of the negative constraints .
PROPOSITION 3 . Suppose that Ex =f, Ax <- b, {Cjx = d;}, j = 1, . . . , k is a consistent set of
generalized linear constraints. Then a positive constraint is redundant in the full set if and
only if it is redundant in the subsystem Ex =f, Ax <_ b of positive constraints .
PROOF. This follows directly from Theorem 4 .
We return to the development of the procedure for the canonical form . If the collection
of constraints is feasible, after the passage to Aff(P) the positive and the negative
constraints are simplified by the elimination of variables . In Aff(P) which is represented
as a Euclidean space R d ' with d' :5 d, the polyhedral set P is now full dimensional and
the application of the Inc procedure will define P in terms of its facets . At this point,
negative constraints define complements of affine subspaces of R d ' . To simplify the
negative constraints further and to make them precise relative to P, we will replace each
Cfx = dd by Aff({x: C;x = di } n P) . Thus negative constraints which do not intersect P will
be eliminated and this process will detect negative constraints whose complements intersect
P in facets, edges, vertices or faces of other dimensions as well constraints whose
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complements intersect the interior of P. This process can be carried out by parallel
applications of the AffineClosure procedure. Since the positive constraints at this point
are non-redundant, to complete the elimination of redundancy from the resulting con-
straint set by Proposition 3 it will be sufficient to eliminate redundancies that occur among
the negative constraints themselves. At this point every negative constraint {x : Cix = d i }
satisfies the condition {x : Cix = di } = Aff(P n {x: Cjx = di }) . Hence it follows from Propo-
sition 2 that the negative constraint { Cix = di } is redundant if and only if for some j, j 0 i
we have {x : Cjx = di} s {x : C;x = d;} . To treat this case then, note that for affine sets X, Y
given in solved form by means of the SolvedForm procedure, there is a simple Linear
Algebraic procedure for testing inclusion X ç Y. Using this test, one can sieve through
the negative constraints to eliminate redundancy ; again efficient sequential and parallel
routines are available .
3 .5 . THE GENERAL CASE
We now present a procedure for computing the canonical form in the general case .
Procedure CanonicalForm(Ex = f Ax !5 b, Cjx = d,)
Input : Ex =f,Ax<_b,Cx=d;,j=1, . . .,k
Output: An equivalent system in canonical form
Call AffineClosure(Ex = f, Ax <_ b) returning Affx = aff in canonical form ;
eliminate variables throughout the
remaining constraints updating Ax <_ b,C1x = d; .
Forj=1, . . .,k
pardo
If Cjx = d; reduces to 0 = 0 return INFEASIBLE
parend
Call Inc(Ax <_ b) returning A'x <_ b'
Forj=1, . . .,k
pardo
Call AffineClosure(A'x S b', Cjx = d;) returning C jx = d;
parend
Sieve to eliminate redundancy among the negative constraints yielding
C;ix
<_ d
; ;
Return Affx = of A'x <_ b', {C;;x = d;;}
The correctness of the algorithm follows from that of the AffineClosure and Inc
procedures and from the above discussion on negative constraints.
We also have
THEOREM 6 . If two sets of constraints define the same point set the procedure CanonicalForm
returns the same equations to define the affine hull, the same inequality constraints up to
multiplication by positive scalars and the same set of negative constraints .
PROOF . Suppose GLC, and GLC2 are two systems of generalized linear constraints
x, , . . . , x„ which define the same point set . We can assume, without loss of generality,
that neither constraint system contains strict inequalities . By the Unique Factorization
Theorem (Theorem 4), the positive constraints in GLC, and GLC2 define the same
polyhedral set and thus the same affine closure. Once the order of the variables x,	x„
is fixed, if two sets of positive constraints have the same affine closure H, the AffineClosure
routine will return the same representation of H because of the properties of the
row-echelon form . Thus the two constraint sets determine the same sets of eliminable
variables and parameters . Therefore both sets of constraints determine the same projection
P of the common polyhedral set onto the same coordinate subspace . Next the Canonical-
Form procedure returns in each case an incompressible representation of P. By Theorem
3, for each facet, each of these representations contains exactly one constraint whose
supporting hyperplane defines the facet ; two constraints determining the same facet must
be positive scalar multiples of one another ; thus only one is retained after the elimination
of syntactically redundant constraints in the Inc procedure . Now let us consider the
negative constraints . We want to show that the two sets of negative constraints returned
by the CanonicalForm procedure are the same after redundancy among negative con-
straints is eliminated. The negative constraints are returned as the complements of affine
sets in solved form obtained by means of the AffineClosure procedure ; it is sufficient,
therefore, to show that these two collections contain the same affine sets . So suppose
Aff,'x = affi' is returned as the complement of a negative constraint from GLC, by
CanonicalForm. We claim that this constraint is a subset of one of the complements of
the negative constraints in the canonical form of GLC2 . But this follows from the fact
that projection preserves inclusion, Proposition 2 and the observation that Aff,x = aff
is derived in the CanonicalForm procedure from a negative constraint in GLC, whose
complement intersects the polyhedral set defined by the positive constraints and which
becomes redundant if added to GLC2. By the symmetry between GLC, and GLC2 the
claim implies that we have {x : Aff;x = aff,'} s {x : Afff2x = qß;2} ç {x : Af x = aff;'•} . Since
CanonicalForm returns a non-redundant set of negative constraints, we have i = i' and
thus {x : Aff; x = aff, } = {x : Af2x = a.,ß`;2} . Hence every negative constraint in GLC, occurs
in GLC2 . Again by symmetry, the two sets of negative constraints must be the same . This
concludes the proof.
At this point, if strict inequality constraints are to be returned in the canonical form,
let us note that a strict inequality corresponds to a pair (ax <_ ß, {cx = S) where ax <_ ß
is a positive weak inequality constraint in the canonical form and {cx = S} is a negative
constraint such that the vector c, S is a scalar multiple of the vector a, ß . This pair can
then be replaced by the strict inequality constraint ax < ß. As with the use of linear
programming and Gaussian elimination in the decision procedures of the CanonicalForm
algorithm, here too sufficient precision arithmetic is required . This variant on the canonical
form algorithm is a natural one in the context of symbolic processing of generalized linear
constraints and in the context of output constraints where strict inequality information
can be significant .
If in the example above, the constraint 0 :5
x2 is sharpened to 0 < x 2i then after
transforming this constraint into the pair 0 x2 , {x2 = 0}, the CanonicalForm procedure
would return
E = {x, = 0, x3 =
x4},
I = {x
4
<_
10, x 2 - 2x4
<_
0,
_X2 :5 0},
N = {{x2 = 0}} .
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The negative constraint {x 2 = 0, x4 = 0} has been eliminated because it is now redundant .
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Since the vector (1, 0, 0) is a scalar multiple of (-1, 0, 0) the constraints -x 2 -j5~ 0 and
{x2 = 0 can be replaced by the strict inequality constraint -x 2 < 0 .
To conclude this section, let us remark that the number of parameters in the canonical
form of a generalized system of constraints is equal to the dimension of the point set
defined by the system when the point set is considered as a semi-algebraic subset of R" .
To see this one can use the alternative characterization of the dimension of a semialgebraic
set as the maximal dimension of a coordinate subspace such that the projection of the
set on this coordinate subspace has non-empty relative interior, see Dickmann (to appear) .
4 . Constraint Propagation
We now consider applications of the canonical form algorithm to constraint propaga-
tion. Linear arithmetic constraints arise constantly in constraint programming and AI
situations, e.g. Sussman & Steele (1982), Davis (1987), Dechter & Pearl (1988) . When
determining the solvability and/or the solutions to a set of constraints the most usual
strategy is to work forward in an incremental way by starting with the "most constraining"
conditions and propagating these constraints throughout the rest of the computation .
Typically a constraint such as x = 0 is more constraining than a condition such as x = y
which is in turn more restrictive than x
<
y .  In this example a more constraining condition
corresponds to a set of smaller dimension in the solution space ; the successive sets are
of dimension 0, 1 and 2 . As a by-product the canonical form algorithm determines the
dimension of the solution set-it is equal to the number of parameters of the system in
canonical form-and returns a representation of the inequality and negative constraints
in the smallest possible dimension. As for the negative constraints, the canonical form
returns them in irredundant and precise form. By making the negative constraints precise
relative to the set defined by the positive constraints the negative constraints are also
reduced to their lowest dimension which enhances their information content. This tech-
nique also detects when a weak inequality is in fact a strong inequality and when a
negative condition reduces to excluding a particular vertex or face of the polyhedral set
in question .
The canonical form method yields a "completeness theorem" in terms of the propagation
of the equality, inequality and negative information contained in a set of generalized
constraints .
THEOREM 7. (Constraint Propagation Completeness Theorem.) Let (E, I, N) be a set of
consistent generalized constraints in canonicalform with eliminable variables y and parameters
x. Then we have
1 . (E,I,N)=ay=bxiffE0- ay =bx.
2 . (E,I,N)"ax<_ßiffIlax<_/3.
3. (E, I, N) ~-- {Cx = d } iff N ~-- { Cx = d } where {Cx = d I
is a precise negative constraint .
We omit the proof; it is basically contained in that of Theorem 6 .
One application to constraint propagation of the canonical form algorithm that moti-
vates us directly is its relevance to the constraint based logic programming language
CLP(R). In this language, a constraint solver communicates with the logic programming
part of the system and is required to send grounding information as this becomes available ;
the canonical form determines explicitly when variables have become ground . Another
factor that makes the canonical form important for CLP( .t) is the handling of non-linear
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numerical constraints . When non-linear constraints are introduced a delay mechanism is
used to put consistency testing on wait until forthcoming instantiations of variables will
make further parts of the constraint set linear at which point the constraint solver can
be invoked. Thus it is important that maximum information from the linear constraints
be propagated through the non-linear constraints. By way of example, if the constraint
set is u=sin(z-(x+y), u<_0, ui40, -z+x+y-w<_0, z-x-y+2w<0, -z+x+y-
3w :5 0, z - x - y :5 1, then the canonical form applied to the linear constraints determines
that z = (x + y) and hence that u = 0 and that the constraints are not feasible .
Incrementality is another crucial property for constraint solvers used in programming
languages and in applications which involve search and constraint propagation . The
canonical form that we have developed here for generalized linear constraints has several
advantages in this regard that we discuss now . For example, in contradistinction to
unification and term matching where the most-general-unifier progressively becomes more
and more complex, here the canonical form may become far simpler as constraints are
added to the system . To illustrate this, let us consider the previous example where
the constraints in canonical form are x, = 0, x3 = x4 i x4 <_ 10, x2
- 2x4 <_ O,-X2<_ 0,
{{x2 = 0,x4 = 0}} ; then if the constraint x4+x2 ;2! 30 is adjoined, the entire system now
simplifies to x 1 = 0, x2 = 20, x3 = 10, x4 = 10 .
To consider the case where a positive inequality constraint cx <_ S is introduced to the
system, feasibility must be tested . With simplex methods and with interior point methods,
feasibility will most naturally be treated as an auxiliary linear programming problem
which will determine a vertex of the polyhedral set defined by the constraints in the
feasible case. If this vertex satisfies the strict inequality cx < S or if this vertex is non-
degenerate, then testing for implicit equality is immediate and does not require an
additional linear programming routine . Moreover, when a new inequality constraint cx <_ S
is adjointed to a system in canonical form, the following proposition shows that if the
new constraint is not an implicit equality, then there are no implied inequalities in the
new system . Thus if the new inequality constraint is consistent and not an implicit
inequality, the augmented system is full dimensional and the canonical form can be
maintained by eliminating redundant constraints and maintaining the negative constraints
in precise and irredundant form. More importantly when a new inequality constraint
proves to be an implicit equality of the augmented system, then the theorem guarantees
that further checks for implicit equality will prove fruitful . This means that the original
polyhedral solution set has collapsed onto one of its faces potentially of arbitrarily small
dimension .
THEOREM 8 . Suppose Ax - b is a set of constraints that defines a full dimensional polyhedral
set.
1 . If the constraint cx s d is not an implicit equality of the combined set of constraints
Ax!!:-: b, cx s d, then the combined constraints define a full dimensional polyhedral set .
2. If the constraint cx = d is an implicit equality of the combined system Ax <_ b ., cx < S,
then it is not the only implicit equality of the combined system .
PROOF. (1) Suppose that the combined constraints are consistent and that cx <- d is not
an implicit equality . Then the constraints Ax <_ b, cx < d are consistent . Let p be a point
satisfying these constraints . We want to show that the strict inequalities Ax < b, cx < d
are consistent. If the point p does not satisfy these strict inequalities, then p satisfies at
least one equality ax = ßi . Since P is full-dimensional, by Lemma 1, the interior of P is
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defined by the strict inequality constraints Ax < b. So the point p lies on the boundary
of the set P defined by Ax :!:-~ b. The constraint ex < d defines an open set which contains
the point p; but since p is a boundary point of P, every open set containing p must also
contain points from the interior of P. Thus ex < d is consistent with Ax < b .
(2) This is the dual to part (1) . Suppose that the combined constraints are consistent
and that cx = d is the only implicit inequality of the system . Then, by the independence
of negative constraints, the system Ax <_ b, cx <_ d, {a;x = ,Oi l is consistent . Let p be a point
satisfying these constraints . Then p satisfies Ax < b, cx = d since cx = d is an implicit
equality. However, p is on the boundary of the open half-space defined by cx < d ; thus
every open neighborhood of p intersects this open half-space and in particular the open
set defined by Ax < b. This contradicts the hypothesis that cx = d is an implicit equality .
If constraints are maintained in canonical form, then absorbing an additional negative
constraint {Cx = d } is straightforward : consistency of the augmented set reduces to a
linear algebra problem, viz. checking that Cx = d does not imply the current equality
constraints . For after that consistency will be guaranteed by the fact that the negative
constraint corresponds to removing a set of smaller dimension than that of the polyhedral
set defined by the constraints in canonical form . So at this point the cost of maintaining
the constraints in canonical form is that of putting the new negative constraint in precise
form and checking for redundancy among the augmented set of negative constraints .
We have assumed the existence of a solver and used it as a black box . However, there
are many types of solver, and we may exploit their particular properties in order to
compute more efficiently the canonical form . The optimal strategies for using the canonical
form algorithm in CLP systems and other constraint oriented applications will have to
be developed empirically and will depend crucially on the mathematical tests used for
feasibility . For example, in Prolog III and in CLP(A), constraints are maintained in
variants of the standard form of the Simplex Algorithm . At the data structure level this
strategy is orthogonal to the canonical form approach developed in this paper which
closely follows the geometry of the constraint solution set .
As a concluding note, in situations where a lot of backtracking is involved, the overhead
of constantly maintaining a canonical form as opposed to a simple check for consistency
could be prohibitive and at each failed path the added information provided by the
canonical form is wasted . On the other hand, if constraint programming is added to a
logic programming language without backtracking such as GHC (Ueda, to appear) then
the situation is completely different. Apropos, in Maher (1987) a new class of committed
choice languages with constraints is introduced and their logical and algebraic semantics
are defined. Moreover, in Saraswat (1989) a systematic study of such languages is
undertaken and a new paradigm "Ask and Tell" is introduced . The role played by a
canonical form in these contexts is an interesting topic for further research .
5. Computational Complexity
In this section we address considerations of computational complexity for the
CanonicalForm algorithm and apply the algorithm to two normal form results of Schrijver
(1986) and of Adler (1976) . We also give an effective version of Lemma 2 .
The principal tools in the procedure such as Gaussian elimination and sieving out
redundancy are polynomial time operations. The complexity of the canonical form
algorithm is dominated by the calls on the linear programming routines which occur in
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both the computation of the affine hulls involved and in the elimination of semantically
redundant constraints . So, if the input to the CanonicalForm procedure consists in all of
m constraints on d variables, then the computation is dominated by :5m calls to solve
a linear programming problem where for each call the constraint set and the objective
function together have size bounded by that of the original input . Thus in terms of the
bit-size model of computation, the CanonicalForm procedure is a polynomial time
algorithm, since linear programming is (Khachiyan, 1979) . As for parallel complexity,
the pardo loops in the procedures AffineClosure, Inc and CanonicalForm require m
processors running linear programs on m constraints in d variables . We thus have
THEOREM 9 . Procedure CanonicalForm is a polynomial time algorithm . Moreover, in terms
of PRAM models of parallel computation, the processor complexity of CanonicalForm is
bounded by the number of constraints and its time complexity by the sequential complexity
of linear programming.
As is also clear from the discussion, the number of arithmetic operations in Canonical-
Form is determined by Gaussian elimination and linear programming ; thus if a strongly
polynomial algorithm is found for linear programming, then CanonicalForm would also
enjoy a strongly polynomial solution . On the other hand, it is not to be expected that an
NC algorithm (one in poly-log time on a polynomial number of processors on a PRAM)
can be found : the canonical form problem subsumes the Phase I or Feasibility Problem
of linear programming and this is known to be P-Complete by Dobkin et al. (1979) and
Khachiyan (1979) ; hence, invoking the Parallel Computation Thesis, we conclude that
computing the canonical form is not in NC .
The following is an effective version of Lemma 2 .
THEOREM 10 . There is a polynomial time algorithm to decide whether a system of generalized
linear constraints is feasible and if so to output a rational number in the solution set.
PROOF. By using the CanonicalForm procedure we can test for feasibility and reduce to
the feasible and full-dimensional case . Let {C;x = d;}, j = 1, . . . , k be the negative con-
straints and let c;x = 8 ;, i = 1, . . . , t enumerate the equalities that appear in the constraints
C;x = d;, j = 1, . . . , k Recursively define the sequence Ps , s = 0, . . . , t as follows: Let Po
be the polyhedral set defined by the positive constraints and let Ps+ , = Ps n {x: c, .x!5 S s}
if this polyhedral set is full-dimensional and, if not, let PS+ , = PS n {x : cx >_ S S } . Then P,
is a full-dimensional polyhedral set defined by a set of constraints of size polynomial in
that of the original system of generalized constraints . Moreover, the interior of P, is
contained in the solution set of the original system of generalized constraints . "Thus a
point in the solution set can be found by means of an algorithm to determine an interior
point of a full dimensional polyhedral set .
In Schrijver (1986, p . 103) a definition of canonical form for a set of positive linear
constraints is given that is different from that presented here . In the Schrijver Canonical
Form each facet of the polyhedral set P defined by the constraints is represented as the
supporting hyperplane of a distinguished half-space which is chosen orthogonal to a
vector lying on the affine hull of P with initial point in the relative interior of P in its
affine hull. The defining constraints for P obtained this way are unique up to multiplication
by positive scalars . Using the above proposition, a polynomial time algorithm for finding
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an interior point of a full dimensional polyhedral set and some further arguments from
linear algebra, we can show
THEOREM 11 . There is a polynomial time algorithm to compute the Schrijver Canonical
Form of a set of linear constraints Ax <- b .
PROOF . First apply CanonicalForm to Ax <_ b to compute the defining equations Affx = aff
of the affine hull of P in solved form and the projection PP of P onto the coordinate
subspace of dimension d' determined by the parameters x' of defining equations of the
affine hull. Then find an interior point pp of this d' dimensional polyhedral set and lift
it to a point p in the interior of P. Also lift each of the constraints a'x' <_ ß' in Canonical-
Form that define facets of PP to one of the original constraints ax <_ /3 that is reduced
by CanonicalForm to a'x' <- ß'. Then for each constraint a'x <_ ß' consider the hyperplane
it determines in the affine hull of P, that is the set of points satisfying the equations
ax = ß, Affx = aff; use Gaussian elimination and Gram-Schmidt (without normalization)
to compute a vector v from p orthogonal to this hyperplane and lying in the affine hull .
The direction v and the interior point p determine a half-space in the full space R d and
a constraint a"x <_ ß" which defines the same facet of P as ax <_ /3 . Then return Affx =
af, A"x <_ b"
The complexity of computing the Schrijver Canonical Form is dominated by the cost
of computing CanonicalForm plus an additional run of d' linear programs in sequence
required to determine a vertex of a polytope interior to the polyhedral set PP. The
sequentiality is required since the coordinates of this vertex are determined incrementally .
This part of the computation is, in fact, an effective version of Lemma 1 .
We conclude this section with an application of the canonical form algorithm of Adler
to work on normal forms for linear programs with objective functions .
In Adler (1976), the concept of similar linear programs and the concept of the core of
a linear program are introduced. A sequence of results is presented showing that every
linear program can be reduced to a core program and that, up to similarity, the core of
a program is unique . Moreover, taking the core of a program commutes with taking its
dual, again up to similarity . Adler gives a non-deterministic algorithm for reducing a
program to its core . Using the results of Adler (1976) and the CanonicalForm procedure
of this paper, we shall show that the core of a linear program can be computed by
max(m, n) applications of CanonicalForm to input problems with size bounded by that
of the original linear program . It will follow that the computation can be made in
polynomial time and has parallel processor complexity max(m, n) and parallel time
complexity quadratic in the sequential complexity of linear programming .
First let us apply the CanonicalForm algorithm in the obvious way to simplify linear
programs with objective functions .
Procedure CanonicalFormObjective(cx, Ax :5 b)
Input : cx, Ex = f, Ax <_ b, an objective function
and positive constraints
Output : c'x, Affx = aff A'x <_ b', an equivalent linear program
with constraint set in canonical form
Call CanonicalForm(Ex =f, Ax <_ b) returning Affx = of A'x < b'
Transform c into c' by substituting for all variables eliminated by
the computation of the affine hull Affx = aff
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It follows from the proof of Theorem 6 in Adler (1976) and from the properties of
Adler's reduction procedure that max{cx: Ax < b} and the program obtained by calling
CanonicalFormObjective have a core program in common .
The method for computing the core will be to apply CanonicalFormObjective in a back
and forth manner between linear programs and their duals . This method differs from that
of Adler (1976) where a non-deterministic algorithm that works only on the primal linear
program is given and where complexity issues are not addressed .
Procedure Core(cx, Ax :s b)
Input : max{cx : Ax <_ b}, an objective function and weak inequality constraints
Output : max{c'x : A'x < b'}, a core linear program for max{cx : Ax :5 b}
Let P := max{cx : Ax<_ b}
Let D := the dual of P
Until
P = Canonical FormObjective(P) and D = CanonicalFormObjective(D)
begin
D := the dual of CanonicalFormObjective(P)
P := the dual of CanonicalFormObjective(D)
end
Return P
The algorithm must terminate because if P is not equal to CanonicalFormObjective(P),
then the system is reduced either by the removal of a variable or by the removal of a
constraint or both and similarly for the duals . It follows from Theorem 7 in Adler (1976)
that if the constraints of a program are in canonical form and if the constraints of its
dual are in canonical form then the program is a core program; so the procedure returns
a core program . It remains to verify that the core program returned is indeed a core for
the original program P . But this also follows from Theorem
7 of Adler (1976) where it
is shown that the dual of the core is the core of the dual : thus the loop of the procedure
has as an invariant that P has a core in common with the original program and that D
has a core in common with the dual of the original program .
Since the loop in the procedure Core can be entered a number of times bounded by
the number of constraints and variables in the original system, we have
THEOREM 12 . There is a polynomial time algorithm to compute the core of a linear program .
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Appendix
In this section we present a detailed example of a canonical form computation .
Suppose we are given the following system of generalized linear constraints :
(1 .0) x,-3x 2 -3x3 -2x4 -6x5 -x6 =2
(2.0) x 3 +x4 +x5 +x6 < 8
(3.0) x2 + x 5 + x6 < 0
(4.0) x2 +x3 +4x5 +2x6 18
(5.0) -x,+2x2 +3x3 +3x4+5x5 <-2
(6.0) -x2 + x 6 <_ 10
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Notice that constraints (8.0) and (15 .0) correspond to a strict inequality constraint
x,-3x3 +3x6 <14.
The solved form of the equality constraint (1 .0) is
(1 .1) x,=2+3X2 +3X3 +2x4 +6x5+X6
which leads to the following updates
(5.1) -X 2 +x4 -X 5 -x6 0
(7.1)
-X2 - X4 - X5 - X6 S0
(8.1) 3x2 +2x4 +6x5 +4x6
<_
12
(15 .1) {3x2 +3x3 +2x4 +6x5 +x6 =121
Applying AffineClosure to the positive constraints (2.0)-(4 .0), (5 .1), (6 .0), (7 .1), (8 .1),
and (9.0)-(14.0) yields the following implicit equalities
and returns them in canonical form
(3.2) x2 = -x5 - x 6
(5.3) x4 = 0
Propagating the values found for x 2 and x4 through the remaining constraints yields the
following updated positive constraints
(2.1) x3 +x5 +x6 <--8
(4.1) x3 +3x5 +x6
~5
18
(6.1) x5 +2x6
<_
10
(7.0) -x,+2x 2 +3x3 +x4+5X5 <---2
(8.0) x,-3x 3 +3x6 <-14
(9.0)
0 :5 x3
(10.0) 0 X4
(11.0) 0 :5 x5
(12 .0)
0 :5
x
6
(13 .0) x3 s 4
(14 .0)
X6!5
6
(15 .0) {x,-3x3 +3x6 =141
(16.0) {x4 +x6 =9}
(17.0) {x5 -x6 =4}
(18.0) {x2 +2x3 +4x4 =0,x4 -x5 +x6 =0}
(3.1) x2+X5
+X6 =0
(5.2) X 2 -X4 +x5
+x6 =0
(7.1) x2 +x4 +X
5
+x6 =0
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(8
.2) 3x3 + x 6 < 12
(10.1) 0-00
together with (9.0), (11 .0), (12 .0), (13 .0) and (14.0) which are unchanged .
The negative constraint (17 .0) is unchanged while the other negative constraints become
(15.2) 13X 3+X6 =121
(16.1) {x 6 = 9}
(18.1) {2x 3 -x5 -x6 =0, -X5 +x6 =0}
At this point procedure Inc is called . There are no syntactically redundant positive
constraints. Testing for redundancy among the positive constraints determines that (4.1)
and (6.1) are redundant as is (10 .1) . These are then dropped from further consideration .
Computing AffineClosure((2 .1), (8 .2), (9 .0), (11 .0), (12 .0), (13 .0), (14.0), (15 .2)) returns
(15.3) {x,=-x6/3+121
This constraint is identical with the facet determined by constraint (8.2) and so will
generate a strict inequality in the canonical form .
Computing AffineClosure((2.1), (8.2), (9 .0), (11 .0), (12 .0), (13 .0), (14.0), (16 .1)) yields
the empty set, which is discarded as a negative constraint .
Computing AffineClosure((2.1), (8.2), (9 .0), (11 .0), (12 .0), (13 .0), (14.0), (17 .0)) yields
(17 .1) {x5 =4,x6 =0}
Computing AffineClosure((2 .1), (8 .2), (9 .0), (11 .0), (12.0), (13 .0), (14 .0), (18 .1)) yields
(18.2) {x3 = x6, xs = X6}
Note that the negative constraints (15 .3), (17.1) and (18 .2) are non-redundant . So the
output of the procedure CanonicalForm consists of the equations (1 .1), (3 .2), (5 .3), the
positive weak inequality constraints (2.1), (9 .0), (11 .0), (12 .0), (13 .0), (14 .0), the strict
inequality 3x5 +x6 < 12, and the negative constraints (17.1), (18 .2) .
The positive constraints thus determine a 3-dimensional polyhedron . Note that (17 .1)
corresponds to an edge of the polyhedron and (18 .2) to a straight line which passes
through the interior . The negative constraint (16 .1) has been discarded because the
hyperplane x6 = 9 does not intersect the polyhedron .
